Estimation of aboveground biomass using airborne LiDAR data
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Abstract
In this study a semi-empirical model that was originally developed for stem volume
estimation is used for aboveground biomass (AGB) estimation. The semi-empirical model is
based on the relative heights of first echo LiDAR point cloud data and assumes a linear
relationship between AGB and canopy volume. However, the usage of point cloud data leads
to a computationally demanding task when processing large point cloud datasets for the
generation of area-wide AGB maps. In the presented study the effects of using rasterized
LiDAR data as input for the AGB model are investigated in order to speed up processing and
to make use of the model on large spatial datasets. The canopy volumes are calculated from a
Canopy Height Model (CHM). The optimum resolution of the CHM is determined by
analyzing the effects of varying cell sizes (1.0 m, 1.5 m, 2.0 m, 3.0 m) on the achievable
accuracies. Calibrating the model with rasterized input data having a spatial resolution of
2.0 m instead of using first echo point cloud data leads to a slight increase of the coefficient of
determination (R2 = 0.70 to R2 = 0.72) and a slight decrease of the standard deviation of the
prediction errors. For calibrating the model reference AGB is calculated per sample plot from
local forest inventory data by means of averaged weighted (according to tree species and age
class composition) extension factors. The influence of using rasterized LiDAR input data on
the achievable accuracy of the assessed AGB is investigated for a coniferous dominated study
area in Vorarlberg, Austria.
1 Introduction
Aboveground biomass (AGB) is defined as the total amount of aboveground oven dry mass of
a tree that is expressed in tons per unit area (Brown 1997). Accurate estimation of AGB, also
referred to as dry total biomass, in forested areas provides an indication of the potential
energy that is stored in cellulosic material. Gaining knowledge about the spatial distribution of
the potential bioenergy is essential for developing sustainable low carbon climate friendly
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strategies such as the optimization of timber harvesting chains. In contrast to time consuming
and expensive field methods remote sensing is capable for mapping area-wide forest
inventory (FI) data in a less expensive, fast and accurate way. This procedure is mainly based
on the extrapolation of FI data measured at stand or plot level. In recent years Airborne Laser
Scanning (ALS), also referred to as Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR), has been
established as a standard technology for the acquisition of high precision topographic data and
has been widely used for mapping vegetation and forest inventory data, respectively
(Lim et al. 2004, Næsset et al. 2004, Hyyppä et al. 2008). In contrast to multi-spectral satellite
imagery or arial photographs ALS data represent the horizontal and vertical distribution of the
forest canopies and does not suffer from saturation in spectral response to dense canopies with
high biomass (Zhao et al. 2009).
There are two methodological approaches for utilizing LiDAR data for AGB assessment. The
(i) single-tree-based approaches and the (ii) area-based approaches. Both approaches mainly
involve the use of empirical or semi-empirical models by using linear or non-linear regression
analysis (e.g. Næsset 2004a, Popescu 2007, García et al. 2010). Single tree based approaches
require LiDAR data with high point densities (>5 points/m²) and are mostly based on
regression models focusing on a relationship between LiDAR derived individual tree
parameters (e.g. tree height, crown dimensions) and field based estimates of AGB. Area-based
methods can also be used for lower point densities but require an extensive set of reference
data. Such methods analyze the vertical distribution of the laser echoes at stand or plot level
by deriving various statistical quantities and estimate area-based forest inventory parameters
(e.g. mean tree height, basal area, stem volume) and AGB, respectively.
LiDAR based estimations of AGB can be performed by means of both rasterized and point
cloud data. Using rasterized data requires an aggregation of the 3D point cloud to 2.5D raster
cells, meaning that the canopy surface is represented by a single-valued function. This
procedure is accompanied with an irreversible loss of the 3rd dimension but makes processing
less time consuming and reduces the amount of the storage size drastically. Hence, using
rasterized data for the generation of area-wide digital high resolution maps is computationally
more efficient.
In this paper a semi-empirical model (Hollaus et al. 2009) that was originally developed for
stem volume estimation is used for AGB estimation. Furthermore, the model is investigated
concerning the effects on the achievable accuracies of using rasterized instead of point cloud
input data in order to make processing a less computationally intensive task and to apply the
model on large spatial datasets. The optimum resolution of the rasterized input data is
determined by analyzing the effects of different cell sizes on the accuracy of the assessed
AGB. For this study an area of about 560 km² in the western part of Austria is analyzed.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 the study area, the available ALS datasets as
well as the estimation of the reference AGB are presented. The methodology including a short
description of the semi-empirical model is subject of Section 3. In Section 4 the results are
presented and discussed. A conclusion and outlook on future studies are given in Section 5.
2 Study area and datasets
The coniferous dominated study area is located in the southern part of the Federal State of
Vorarlberg (Austria) in the so-called Montafon region, and covers an area of about 560 km².
The main tree species in the area are Norway spruce (Picea abies) with 96% and fir (Abies
alba) with 3%. The used ALS data are provided by the Land Survey Adminstration Feldkirch
and were retrieved during several flight campaigns in the framework of a Vorarlberg-wide
terrain mapping project. The ALS data were acquired under snow-free conditions in the years
2002 to 2004 using Optech Mapper systems (ALTM 1225, ALTM 2050) and Leica ALS-50
scanner. The Optech sensors have a beam divergence of 0.3 mrad and the ALS-50 scanner of

0.33 mrad, which resulted in a mean footprint diameter of 0.33 m and 0.36 m, respectively for
the average flying height of 1100 m above ground. The mean point density within the study
area varies between 0.9 point/m² and 2.7 points/m².
Besides the original ALS point cloud data a Digital Surface Model (DSM) and a Digital
Terrain Model (DTM) with a spatial resolution of 1 m are available. The DTM was generated
by using last echoes only and applying the hierarchic robust filter technique as described e.g.
in Kraus and Pfeifer (1998). By subtracting the DTM from the DSM a Canopy Height Model
(CHM) is produced. The relative height value of each laser point is derived by subtracting the
underlying DTM elevation from each laser point.
For the investigated forests, FI data from 500 sample plots, which are regularly distributed in
a 350 m grid are available. They were provided by the forest administration Stand Montafon
Forstfonds and were collected in the year 2002 using the angle count sampling method
(Bitterlich 1948), meaning that the plot areas and number of sampled trees may vary strongly
from sample plot to sample plot. For each sample plot the stem volume per unit area [m³ ha-1]
was determined from tree specific parameters, such as tree species, tree height and diameter at
breast height (DBH). The possible inaccuracies in the spatial positions between the LiDAR
data and the FI data are corrected by performing co-registration as described in Dorigo et al.
(2009).
The reference AGB that is used as target variable in this study and is estimated by means of
averaged weighted (according to tree species and age class composition) extension factors
taken from Weiss et al. 2000. The extension factor is determined for each sample plot
separately. The AGB is estimated from the stem volume that is assessed from FI data for each
sample plot as described in Hollaus et al. (2009). The first step contains the transformation of
the estimated stem volume into dry stem biomass by using tree specific average raw density
factors (Weiss et al. 2000, p.29). In the following step the dry stem biomass is converted in
dry total tree biomass by means of extension factors given in Weiss et al. (2000, p.31).
3 Methods
3.1 Semi-empirical model
The semi-empirical model is based on the assumption that there is a linear relationship
between AGB and the canopy volume (Vcan) that is defined as the entire volume between the
terrain surface and the topmost tree surface. Vcan is determined for circular areas A around the
center coordinates of the FI sample plots and is based on the relative heights of the first
echoes. The relative heights are derived by subtracting the DTM height from the absolute
heights of the first echoes. In order to take the height-dependent differences in canopy
structure into account the relative height above terrain surface of each first echo point is used
to classify the points into m different height classes, whereas all points having a relative
height value of less than 2.0 m are classified as points being reflected from the ground, stones
or bushes (Naesset, 2004b) and are not included into the canopy volume calculation. Based on
the findings of the study from Hollaus et al. (2009) four canopy height classes having a
canopy height interval of 10 m are most suitable for the calculation of the canopy volume.
Vcan,1 ranges between 2 m and 12 m, Vcan,2 ranges between 12 m and 22 m, Vcan,3 ranges
between 22 m and 32 m and Vcan,4 contains all first echoes having a relative height greater than
32 m. Vcan, i is calculated as:

Vcan,i = p fe,i ∗ chmean

(1)

where chmean is the mean canopy height of all first echoes within the corresponding canopy
height class. pfe,i is the relative portion of first echo points (between 0 and 1) within the

canopy height range i. The linear regression model is formulated as:
m

AGB = ∑ βi ∗ Vcan,i

(2)

i=1

where βi are the unknown model coefficients that can be interpreted as the fraction of the
corresponding canopy volume that is occupied by AGB.
3.2 Determining of the optimum sample plot size
The estimation of the reference AGB is based on FI data that was collected using the angle
count sampling method (Bitterlich 1948), meaning that the reference AGB is not related to a
defined sample plot size. The challenge is to find the optimum sample plot size in order to
allow a proper comparison of the ALS data with the FI data. Therefore, an approach
introduced by Hollaus et al. (2007) is chosen that analyzes different sample plot sizes with
radii ranging from 8.0 m to 16.0 m. This procedure is based on all co-registered sample plots
containing at least 90% coniferous trees. The 90% coniferous trees threshold is introduced to
avoid effects of different flight dates (winter/summer) on the calibration of the model for
different tree species i.e. coniferous and deciduous trees. The sample plot size leading to the
highest coefficient of determination (R²) and the lowest standard deviation (SD) of the
residuals derived from cross-validation (Section 3.4) is taken for further analyses.
3.3 Effects of rasterizing input data
Generating biomass maps for large spatial datasets based on first echo point cloud data is very
time consuming and computationally intensive. Using rasterized data as input for the semiempirical model speeds up processing and overcomes the disadvantages related to point cloud
data (huge amount of storage size, computationally intensive task when performing spatial
queries within the point cloud) when computing large area AGB maps. The effects of using
rasterized input data on the achievable accuracies are analyzed by using a CHM for deriving
the canopy volumes. The CHM is generated by aggregation of all first echo points into a
regular grid, whereas the maximum relative elevation is chosen as cell value. Cells containing
no laser point at all, obtain an elevation value of zero and consequently are not considered for
the calculation of the canopy volumes. The optimum spatial resolution of the CHM is
determined by investigating the effects of different cell sizes (1.0 m, 1.5 m, 2.0 m, 3.0 m) on
R² and SD of the prediction errors, respectively.
3.4 Validation of the semi-empirical model
The predictive accuracy of the calibrated model is assessed by performing a leave one out
cross validation procedure. This means that the model is fitted n times (n is the number of
available sample plots), whereas for each step one sample plot is excluded and serves for the
calculation of the prediction error. The remaining sample plots are used for the calibration of
the model. Finally, one gets n prediction errors that are used for the calculation of statistical
parameters such as minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation.

4 Results and discussion
4.1 Determination of the optimum sample plot radius
The 90% coniferous trees threshold resulted in 450 out of 488 successfully co-registered
sample plots that are taken as input for the determination of the optimum circular sample plot
size. A sample plot radius of 12.0 m results in the highest R² (0.66) and the lowest SD of the
prediction errors (109.0 tha-1).
Sample plot radius [m]

8.0

10.0

12.0

14.0

16.0

R²

0.60

0.64

0.66

0.64

0.61

120.2

111.4

109.0

111.2

115.7

-

SD [tha ¹]

Table 1: Determination of the optimum circular sample plot size. Various radii are
analyzed according to their R² and SD of the prediction errors.
This procedure is followed by the selection of sample plots containing all trees measured in
the field for reference AGB estimation within a radius of 12.0 m. This results in a selection of
196 out of 450 sample plots that are taken for the calibration of both the point cloud and the
raster based semi-empirical model.
4.2 Calibration of the point cloud based model
The calibration of the point cloud based model is based on the 196 selected sample plots
(Section 4.1) using the optimum sample plot radius of 12.0 m and four canopy height classes
having a height interval of 10.0 m. The calibrated model achieved an R² of 0.70 and a SD of
the prediction errors of 87.6 tha-1 (37.0 %). The scatter plot of the reference AGB versus the
AGB estimated from LiDAR data is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Scatter plot of reference AGB versus AGB estimated from first echo LiDAR data.

Hollaus et al. (2009) achieved R² values up to 0.86 for the estimation of stem volume. The
deviations to the presented approach can be explained by several reasons: (i) they used stem
volume instead of AGB, (ii) the conversion of stem volume per sample plot to the reference
AGB is accompanied with several uncertainties and (iii) the different sizes of the study areas.
The study area in Hollaus et al. (2009) is about three times less in size and results in the usage
of 103 reference sample plots. Investigating a larger study area means both an increase of the
heterogeneity of the LiDAR data (e.g. varying flying heights, acquisition dates, different point
densities) and an increase of the spatial variability of the forest stand properties. The latter is
due to the alpine topography of the Montafon region that influences forest growing
conditions.
4.3 Effects of rasterizing input data
Calibrating the model with canopy volumes derived from rasterized instead of point cloud
data does not change the achievable accuracy significantly. A slight increase of R² (0.72) as
well as a slight decrease of SD of the prediction errors (84.11 tha-1) can be observed when
using a CHM having a cell size of 2.0 m. This is considered to be the optimum spatial
resolution when generating AGB maps for the investigated study area. The effects of varying
cell sizes, ranging from 1.0 m to 3.0 m on the accuracy statistics and the β coefficients are
shown in table 2. Concerning R² and SD of the prediction errors the AGB model seems to be
very robust against the varying cell sizes of the CHM. Analyzing the β coefficients confirmed
the findings of Hollaus et al. (2009) where canopy heights between 22 m and 32 m are the
highest contributors to growing stock and AGB, respectively. This applies to both the first
echo LiDAR based (Section 4.2) and the CHM based AGB model. However, the coarser the
spatial resolution of the CHM gets, the lower the values of the β coefficients β1, β 2, β3. This
can be explained by the overestimation of the canopy volume with increasing cell size as
small gaps in the forest canopy are neglected. The variation of the corresponding β4 values is
less distinct. The CHM is generated by using the maximum relative elevation within one cell
as the corresponding cell value, meaning that points of lower canopy height classes are not
considered anymore if one or more points within a cell fall into a upper canopy height class.
Hence, the bigger the cell size the lower the fraction of the lower canopy height classes to the
reference AGB. The minor change of the β4 values might be due to the small amount of first
echo points falling into the canopy height class greater than 32 m.
Point Cloud

Parameters
R²
SD [tha-1]
β1

β2
β3

β4

Resolution of CHM
1.0 m
1.5 m
2.0 m
3.0 m
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.72
0.71
87.60 (37.0%) 88.84 (37.5%) 88.60 (37.2%) 84.11 (34.4%) 84.6 (34.6%)
6.97*10-4
4.56*10-4
2.70*10-4
1.38*10-4
7.71*10-4
19.91*10-4
19.19*10-4
17.34*10-4
14.62*10-4
10.98*10-4
29.75*10-4
28.36*10-4
25.40*10-4
22.80*10-4
18.87*10-4
15.87*10-4
15.85*10-4
15.84*10-4
15.46*10-4
15.48*10-4

(0.9 – 2.7 p/m²)

Table 2: Accuracy statistic of the AGB model when using rasterized and point-based
input data. R², SD of the prediction errors and the estimated ß coefficients are shown.

The scatter plots of the reference AGB versus the AGB estimated from the canopy volumes
derived from a CHM are shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Scatter plots showing AGB derived from in-situ measurements versus AGB
estimated from canopy volumes derived from rasterized input data. The x-axis
represents the AGB of the sample plots estimated by the AGB model. The y-axis shows
the reference AGB calculated from in-situ measurements.

5 Conclusion and outlook
In the presented study a semi-empirical model that was originally developed for stem volume
estimation is investigated concerning its reliability for AGB estimation. The semi-empirical
model assumes a linear relationship between AGB and canopy volume that is derived from
first echo LiDAR point cloud data. Furthermore, the effects of using rasterized LiDAR data as
input for the AGB model are analyzed in order to make processing a less computationally
demanding task when applying the model on large spatial datasets. Therefore, the canopy
volume is calculated from the 3D first echoes and the CHM, respectively. The effects of
varying cell sizes on the achievable accuracy are investigated to find the optimum spatial
resolution of the CHM-based canopy volume calculation. The results show that the semiempirical model can also be used for AGB estimation of a spruce-dominated alpine forest and
that AGB maps can be generated by means of rasterized input data. The usage of first echo
point cloud data with leads to a R² of 0.70 and a SD of the prediction errors of 87.6 tha-1.
Calibrating the model with canopy volumes derived from a CHM does not change R² and SD

of the prediction errors significantly. A spatial resolution of 2.0 m leads to the highest R²
(0.72) and the lowest SD of the prediction errors (84.11 tha-1).
Future studies will concentrate on the application of the AGB model on regions that are
characterized by both a wider range of tree species and higher point densities. Due to the
different crown properties of deciduous and coniferous trees it is expected that the
consideration of tree species (deciduous versus coniferous trees) in the AGB model will
increase the accuracy of the assessed AGB. Furthermore, the improvement of the calculation
of the reference AGB will be in the focus of future research including the consideration of the
biomass compartments (stem, branches, needles, foliage).
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